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 Read the full review. Smashing the keys As much as I can't say I was all that surprised when a friend told me he'd purchased a
Keyboards.io hosted private beta of MX Keys, I did hope it was going to be useful. After all, I've been a keyboard devotee for a

few years. My main keyboard is a Microsoft Sculpt Ergonomic, and this became the very first keyboard I ever bought for
myself. It's a sturdy, reliable beast that I happily use on my computer and laptop. My other main keyboard is a Kinesis
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Advantage. I bought this off eBay for an insanely cheap price after receiving an extended warranty. But when I typed on it, it
felt… off. It didn't fit my hands as well as I'd like. It felt like my fingers were too far away from the keybed. And I couldn't put
it on my lap like I could with the Sculpt. I kept it for a while, hoping to find a better solution, and decided to give Keyboards.io

MX Keys a try. First off, what is MX Keys? MX Keys is a private beta of a new company, after being spun off from
Keyboards.io in 2017. It's a maker of mechanical keyboards that ships internationally. This is a little late to the party, but I had
fun using the MX Keys to get my hands on the hardware to review. I'm very excited to give you all a full review of MX Keys,
and how it stands up to the other keyboards I use. In this review, I'll cover what MX Keys are, how to navigate their site, and

why they're your new best friend. Let's get started. Buying options At the moment, I have the MX Keys S2-R2, which is a black
version of the orange and black S2-R1 model, and I love it. It's well made, sturdy, looks fantastic, and is what I'd recommend
for most. The only thing I wish it had was a full array of cherry-switches. But, I love the smooth-running brown switches they

provide. Their brown switches have become my favourites in recent years, and I think they do the trick well. The black model is
a bit of an eyesore, but I'm not opposed to it. The MX Keys S2-R2 is available in an ATX-sized chassis, and a slightly smaller

full-sized chassis 82157476af
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